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Community Feast features live music and fun for everyone

Community feast was full of good food and good fun. | BRITTANY LIN
HANNAH DOURGARIAN
NEWS EDITOR

On Friday, Sept. 9, Kenyon’s
annual Community Feast returned in full force for the first
time since 2019. The comeback was executed primarily by
the Office of Campus Events
(OCE), which worked closely
with AVI and the Maintenance
Department to organize the
event. Open to all members of
the Kenyon community, including students, faculty, staff
and their families, the event
included dinner catered by
AVI, a concert performed by
the Symphonic Wind Ensemble
(SWE), yard games and a number of activities run by different student organizations and
academic departments.
An annual, communityoriented dinner has been an
integral part of Kenyon tradition for decades. According to
Assistant Director of Academic and Ceremonial Events Samantha Turner ’10, the Office
of Student Engagement began
the tradition of a community
meal when it began hosting annual picnics. The Gund Gallery hosted the first community farm-to-fork “Feast” in 2014
in conjunction with an exhibit
on display called Feast: Radical Hospitality in Contemporary Art and continued to hold
the event each year until 2020,
when it was canceled due to the
pandemic. The OCE planned
the event for the first time last
year, though only students
were allowed to attend due to
COVID-19 restrictions.
Friday’s feast was a celebration of the convening of the entire Kenyon community for the
first time since the pandemic
began. “The event was meant to
bolster the sense of community
on the Hill, providing the opportunity for students, faculty

and staff to reconnect, meet
family members and make new
friends,” Director of Campus
Events Howard Grier wrote in
an email to the Collegian.
Friday’s feast looked different this year in terms of layout,
mainly due to supply chain issues. Instead of the eight-footlong tables placed side by side
along the entirety of Middle
Path from the Gund Gallery’s
Feast events, for example, this
year’s attendees could sit at circular tables clustered in front
of the library and Ransom Hall
or on picnic blankets on the
lawns. Also missing were the
straw bales that in years past
acted as benches at the dining
tables. However, Turner noted
that the loss of this hallmark
feature of a Gund Gallery Feast
added to, rather than took away
from, the spirit of the event, as
it helped create a more inclusive setting.
“There’s something much
more symbolic of community
when you’re sitting in a circle
and you can see the people at
the table with you,” Turner
said. She also noted that the
straw bales were not particularly accommodating to those
with hay or grass allergies. “It
seemed really unfair that there
was a whole section of campus that couldn’t participate in
that event wholly because the
only option was to sit on something that they were allergic
to,” she said.
In order to recultivate this
sense of community, the OCE
asked a number of student
organizations and academic
departments to lead activity stations for attendees, a
new feature to the Feast event.
Some of these activities included Mid-Autumn Festival
Calligraphy sponsored by the
Center for Global Engagement
and the Department of Modern Languages and Literatures,
as well as Scientific Soap Mak-

ing sponsored by oSTEM. The
soap-making station in particular appealed to a number of
Kenyon students, according to
oSTEM Vice President Andrew
Pilat ’25. “It seemed really
popular with people who live
in NCAs, who have to clean
their own bathrooms and have
to buy their own materials,” he
said. “They’re like, ‘Oh, I need
soap!’ And then they get the
soap and I think they’re actually using it.”
Despite having only a few
weeks to rehearse, SWE performed several songs at the
event, including “The Imperial March” from Star Wars and
Giacchino’s “The Incredibles”
theme song to create a familyfriendly atmosphere. Linnea
Parker ’25, who plays f lute in
the ensemble, noted that having the opportunity to contribute to the success of the event
was a very rewarding experience. “I’ve always been passionate about music so I was
excited that SWE could share
what we had been working on
with the Kenyon community,”
she wrote in an email to the
Collegian.
Acting President Jeff Bowman acknowledged the liveliness of the Feast, due largely
in part to the students who ran
activities or performed with
SWE. “It was marvelous to see

everybody on Middle Path and
all the attractions alongside it,”
he said. “It felt like the energy
was really good for all kinds
of students and employees and
their families.”
Turner hopes that next
year’s feast sees even more organizations engaging with the
community in similar ways.
“I hope now that we’ve done
it once that more departments
and offices will jump on board
on the idea of, ‘I’d love to supply an activity’ or ‘I’d love for
my students to get to do this
thing at the event. How do I
make that happen?’ I think
that that’s part of how we create community is through activities together,” she said.
Stephanie Kaufman ’23, a
student manager for the OCE
and a member of the Symphonic Wind Ensemble, reiterated
the notion that these activities,
as well as the musical performance, encouraged attendees
of all ages not only to dine together, but to engage closely
with one another as well. “I’ve
heard from several faculty and
staff members that they valued
how Kenyon students interacted with the kids that were
there, especially by the games.
I think it’s important to embrace events like these because
sometimes it can feel that college has to be all about the bass

dropping in a tiny apartment
with solo cups in hand,” she
wrote in an email to the Collegian. “There can be value
in that, but there’s also value
in simply sharing a peaceful
space.”
This year’s feast was ultimately a success, as it allowed
all members of the Kenyon
community to reassemble after many months of COVID-19
restrictions. For many Kenyon
students, this was the first time
they were able to experience a
campus event that was open to
the entire community, not just
students. “The College is great
about offering opportunities
for the employees to get together, but I love that this particular event is for the entire
College community,” said Production and Box Office Manager for Dept Dance, Drama,
Film Kris Conant. “It was such
a great way to start the weekend.”
Kaufman concurred, ref lecting on the event’s success
in re-instilling a true sense of
unity on campus. “It felt like
the first year since my freshman year that the community
and school were truly able to
come together and celebrate
together.”
Photos continue on page 3.
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Biden, DeWine speak at Intel groundbreaking ceremony
AMELIA CARNELL
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

On Friday, Sept. 9, Intel broke
ground on a $20 million semiconductor plant in New Albany. Political leaders from both sides of
the aisle, including President Joe
Biden and Ohio Governor Mike
DeWine, delivered remarks at
the event. New Albany, a suburb
of Columbus located in Licking
County, is approximately 30 miles
from Kenyon.
Intel announced Ohio as the
winner of the new facility location in January over bids from 39
other states. In June, groundbreaking on the plant was delayed barring the passage of the CHIPS and
Science act, which invested $52.7
billion in the American semiconductor industry. CHIPS passed
through Congress with bipartisan
support and was signed into law
by Biden in August. According to
Intel, the plant will employ at least
3,000 people with an average salary of $135,000, as well as producing 7,000 construction jobs as the
plant is built. The plant, which is
projected to start producing chips
in 2025, will be the largest semiconductor facility in the world.

Beyond creating jobs in the region, Intel has pledged to invest
$100 million in educational partnerships over the next decade.
Acting President Jeff Bowman
discussed how the development
will create new opportunities at
Kenyon. “We’ve had conversations
with the people at Intel, the Ohio 5
have, and talked about what future
opportunities might be,” he said.
“That’s a little bit further down the
line, because they have to build the
thing before they can start hiring
people to work there, but it’s going
to have a significant effect.”
The groundbreaking event
came in the midst of heated political campaigns gearing up in
Ohio: the governor’s race between
DeWine and democratic challenger Nan Whaley, and a onepoint race for an open senate seat
between Rep. Tim Ryan (D) and
Republican candidate J.D. Vance.
The event avoided partisan tensions, though Vance did not attend. Also invisible were tensions
between Ryan and Biden. Ryan
has distanced himself from Biden,
suggesting Biden should not run
for reelection in 2024.
At the event, Biden connected
Friday’s groundbreaking to his
broader efforts to revitalize Amer-

ican manufacturing, a priority
for him since the campaign trail.
More recently, Biden has emphasized increasing manufacturing
in the United States as essential
in the wake of supply chain issues
and inflation. “We need to make
these chips right here in America
to bring down everyday costs and
create good jobs,” he said. “Industry leaders are choosing us,
the United States, because they
see America’s back and America’s
leading the way.”
Biden and Ryan, as well as Republicans including DeWine and
Sen. Rob Portman (who will retire
this year, leaving vacant the seat
Ryan and Vance are running to
fill), praised the plant as a bipartisan success.
“This is what happens when
you stop the stupid fights that I
keep talking about,” Portman
said. “I hope this is an example of
what can be if we just let go of the
age of stupidity and move into the
age of possibility, which has Ohio
front and center.”
Intel CEO Pat Gelsinger, speaking at the event, said the plant
opening represents a new era for
manufacturing in the Midwest.
“The Rust Belt is dead and the Silicon Heartland begins,” he said.

Renderings of new plant | COURTESY OF INTEL

South Asian Society hosts movie fundraiser for flood relief
HANNAH DOURGARIAN
NEWS EDITOR
AUDREY BAKER
NEWS EDITOR

On Saturday, Sept. 10, the South Asian
Society (SAS) hosted a movie screening
of “3 Idiots,” a popular 2009 Bollywood
comedy film, in order to raise money for
flood victims in Pakistan. SAS raised a
total of $225.50, which it donated to orga-
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nizations that provide aid to the victims.
One-third of Pakistan is currently underwater following this year’s disastrously heavy monsoon rains, which many experts believe are a result of the extreme
heat waves in April and May. The crisis
has led to the deaths of over 1,100 people,
including 350 children. Over 1,600 people have been injured, and more than 3.1
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as water-borne illnesses begin to pose a
serious threat to survivors.
Around twenty students attended the
movie screening in Higley Hall, and many
donated to the cause. SAS also aimed to
educate students at the event about the
consequences of climate change and the
countries that risk facing a disaster similar to Pakistan’s. “The floods are the result of human activities around the world
so all the countries specifically the ones
that have higher carbon emissions must

take responsibility for these and help the
people affected,” SAS member Mughees
Saeed ’25 wrote in a message to the Collegian.
Though the organization was able to
collect funds to donate, some members
were disappointed that the event did not
receive more support from the Kenyon
community. “I would say the event turned
out to be what we expected,” Saeed wrote,
“however I wish more people had shown
up especially from the faculty.”
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The College enters partnership with the Jed Foundation
SOPHIE PECK
STAFF WRITER

Last week, members of the Jed Foundation (JED) visited Kenyon as a part of
a recently established four-year partnership with the College. Kenyon is participating in their “JED Campus” program,
an advisory program for colleges and universities. JED is an organization that targets youth mental health and suicide prevention. Through this partnership, JED
Campus will help the College with strategic initiatives to better support students’
mental health.

The College has teamed up with JED
before for various fundraisers to support
the non-profit. As the partnership with
JED Campus develops at Kenyon, an interdisciplinary team of students, faculty
and staff will work together to formulate
policies focusing on campus-wide mental
health and well-being. Associate Director
of Health Promotion Holly Levin believes
that this partnership will be beneficial
for the College. “Becoming a JED campus and working to achieve the set initiatives shows Kenyon’s commitment to
the mental health of its community,” she
said. “JED has worked with hundreds of

colleges and universities, so having their
perspective on strengths and recommendations on areas for improvement will be
helpful.”
The first year of the partnership is
focused on creating a plan that meets
the needs of the College. In the years to
come, the JED campus advisors will help
implement the plan and provide support
as needed to build a platform that will be
sustainable once the partnership ends.
Associate Provost for Diversity, Equity
and Inclusion Ted Mason is one of many at
the College who have been working with
JED to facilitate this partnership. Mason

is proud of their progress so far. “I am
very impressed by the JED Campus initiative and look forward to working with our
JED Campus team as we embark on this
four-year process,” he said. “In it, we will
continue to support the mental health of
our students, enabling them to make the
most of their Kenyon experience.”
Kenyon’s JED campus program is still
in the works, but there are hopes that
in the coming year students will be able
to work directly with it. For now, students interested in JED campus resources should check out the Jed Foundation’s
website.

K-SWOC issues critical report on Kenyon’s financial track
SALVATORE MACCHIONE
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

On Wednesday, Sept. 7, the Kenyon Student Worker Organizing
Committee (K-SWOC) released
a white paper titled “Brackett’s
Path” detailing the alleged financial consequences of actions taken
by Kenyon’s administration, the
Board of Trustees and its chair,
Brackett B. Denniston III ’69. The
37-page report was distributed
via all-student email, and printed
copies were placed around Peirce
Dining Hall.
The report analyzes Integrated
Postsecondary Education Data
System (IPEDS) information and
other data that Kenyon self-reports to the federal government,
and compares Kenyon to its selfselected peer institutions. “Brackett’s Path” argues that Kenyon has
systemically underinvested in stu-

dents and student support services in favor of expansive building
projects and overenrollment. Kenyon reports 35 full-time student
support staff (a broad category including librarians, counselors and
academic affairs staff, among others), compared to a median of 151
among its peers, many of which
are of a similar size. This low number means Kenyon averages 46.1
students for every individual student support staffer, compared to
the median 13.1 among its peers.
On the other hand, compared to
its peer institutions, Kenyon has a
much greater number of employees in business and finance, both
numerically and per student. The
release purports that this has coincided with an overreliance on
and exploitation of student work
by the College.
Further, the report says that Kenyon under Denniston has gotten

substantially more expensive and
argues that this is especially the
case for students from the lowest income bracket. Pulling from
IPEDS data, K-SWOC reports that
in 2013, the average net tuition
paid by a student from a household making less than $30,000 a
year was $2,813. By 2019, this increased 431.7% to $14,958.
Though the report doesn’t mention K-SWOC’s unionization effort, which has been the organization’s primary focus for the past
two and a half years, members see
the paper as part of their broader
goal of supporting student workers. “We wanted to let student
workers know about this problem,” K-SWOC member Ammar
Raslan ’26 said. “We are trying to
use these numbers to support this
point that something isn’t right. …
These changes are going to affect
students that could come through

in years and years to come.”
K-SWOC member Emma Kang
’25 further addressed questions
about the report. “Comments I
have heard have pertained to the
lack of K-SWOC’s connection to
these issues, but as these issues all
involve the welfare of the Kenyon
community, these issues are directly related to issues that affect
student workers,” she wrote in an
email to the Collegian.
Acting President Jeff Bowman disputed both the spirit and
content of the report. “While we
welcome any examination of our
performance from college stakeholders, K-SWOC’s analysis is
flatly wrong,” he wrote in an email
to the Collegian. He did not point
to specific inaccuracies.
He went on, “Although calling
for transparency, the white paper
does not acknowledge any author,
nor does it engage in debate that

is informed, honest, or respectful.
This is in contrast to the members
of the Kenyon community it seeks
to undermine — not just Brackett Denniston and the Board of
Trustees, but President Decatur,
his team, and the faculty, staff and
student leaders who help guide the
direction of this College in keeping with our values. Integrity,
respect, and kindness are chief
among them.”
Raslan noted that K-SWOC is
open to a dialogue and welcomes
both affirmative and dissenting
opinions, such as Bowman’s. “We
want to use this point to inspire
discussion about what the stats
mean for us, and what we can do
about them,” he said.
K-SWOC will host a town hall
to discuss the report on Friday,
Sept. 16, at 4 p.m in the Gund Gallery Community Foundation Theater.

Continued from page 1
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CSAD hosts panel on voting
as a college student in Ohio

Student Council discusses
disc golf club, Nerf war

AUDREY BAKER
NEWS EDITOR

DELILAH LOCKE
STAFF WRITER

On Tuesday, the Center for the Study
of American Democracy (CSAD) hosted a panel discussion entitled “College Students’ Voting Rights, or Why
You Get to Vote and How You Do It
in Ohio.” The panel focused on voter
participation among college-aged citizens and was part of a broader effort
by CSAD to encourage student turnout
and voter registration for the upcoming
midterm elections in November.
Founded in 2007, CSAD aims to
keep Kenyon students politically informed and engaged in civil, nonpartisan discourse by hosting frequent
panel discussions and guest speakers.
Tuesday’s panel was held in Gund Gallery’s Community Foundation Theater
and led by Professor of Political Science
and Director of CSAD Joseph Klesner,
Associate Professor of Political Science
H. Abbie Erler, Professor Emeritus of
Political Science and former Mayor of
Gambier Kirk Emmert and CSAD Senior Student Associate Nicole Predina
’23.
Klesner, who has served as the director of CSAD since July, began by noting
that historically, voter turnout is lowest
among citizens 18-24 years of age, consistently remaining well below the national average. But he also emphasized
Kenyon’s comparatively high student
voting rate of 86.6 percent in the 2020
election, which placed it above the national student voting rate of 66 percent.
Klesner encouraged students to take
advantage of their right to participate
in the democratic process. “One of the
real principal goals that we have here
today, besides making sure you know
how to vote, is to make you proud of
numbers like that and want to do your
part to keep it there,” said Klesner.
Erler went on to discuss the 26th

Amendment, which in 1971 lowered the
voting age from 21 years old to 18. She
noted that, despite enfranchising an entire group of people, the amendment is
largely viewed by constitutional scholars as relatively unimportant in its impact on national politics.
“If we look at voting rates for young
people, this is where we get the contention that expanding the suffrage to
18-year-olds didn’t really make much of
a difference. The first election after the
ratification of the 26th Amendment sees
a higher number of young people voting… and it’s all been downhill after
that,” said Erler.
That’s not to say that Kenyon students haven’t gone the extra mile in exercising their right to vote. Emmert discussed the 2004 presidential election,
when Gambier made national news. Due
to a shortage of voting machines and a
false rumor that the available paper ballots were provided by Republicans and
would not be counted, Kenyon students
stood in line to vote until 4:00 a.m.
Emmert emphasized, however, that
voter participation has little value without informed opinions to support it.
“Citizen virtue is a crucial requirement
of the maintenance of a liberal democracy. And citizen virtue, among other
things, involves thinking about the issues, not just voting,” he said.
Predina closed out the panel by going over the process and technicalities
of registering to vote in Ohio as a college student, and students had the opportunity to fill out voter registration
forms.
“In a time of national debate over
voting security and voter accessibility,
CSAD has really made an effort to make
the voting process for Kenyon students
as accessible as possible,” Predina said.
All Ohio residents must register no
later than Oct. 11. More information
can be found at kenyon.edu/votes.

On Sunday, Sept. 11, Student
Council met to discuss the upcoming Nerf war; hear a proposal for a disc golf club and review
new COVID-19 instructions,
party culture and the drafted
Environmental Literacy Statement.
The Nerf war is approaching,
and Vice President of Student
Life Bijan Khaghani ’23 couldn’t
be more excited. The all-campus
event will be this Friday, Sept.
16, from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. All of
the groups participating will pay
a fee that will go to organizations including New Directions,
the domestic abuse crisis center
located in Mount Vernon, and
national gun violence prevention
programs across the country.
Khaghani also provided details about the establishment of
a new disc golf organization at
Kenyon. The leaders of the disc
golf club, Drew Albrecht ’23 and
Omar Morosse ’23, noted that
disc golf is increasing in popularity and that there are courses
in Mount Vernon. “I am proud
to have helped them in this process and it’s groups like disc golf
that make me love what I do every day,” Khaghani wrote in an
email to the Collegian. The organization was unanimously approved.
The Council also discussed
current actions against the
spread of COVID-19 on campus.
Safety and Wellness Committee
Chairperson Madelin Vandeberg
’25 shared that the Cox Health
and Counseling Center is updating its webpage to include clari-

fying guidelines on handling the
virus and continuing vaccine
clinics as new boosters come out
this year. Vandeberg also reported that the Health Center will be
working to help students with
particular pre-existing conditions to get access to other rooms
if their roommate has COVID-19.
Additionally, Student Council President Ubongabasi Asuquo
’23 addressed the negative aspects of party culture on campus
after last weekend’s incidents at
the North Campus Apartments
and other locations. Asuquo
condemned the bottle-throwing
incident and the use of the nword at these parties. “I believe
that good party culture is at bare
minimum ensuring that everyone is having fun in a safe and
respectful way. Being able to attend a party without fear of being
groped, drugged or experiencing
any form of cultural insensitivity
should be front and center as we
proceed this year,” she wrote in
an email to the Collegian. “Two
of the surest ways to ensure these
behaviors do not continue is collective responsibility and improving bystander culture.”
Lastly, the Council conversed
about the new Environmental
Literacy Statement, which Kenyon plans to produce later this
year. The statement noted how
students can be better members
of the academic community and
better citizens based on values. Council members discussed
ways students can take action to
be more proactive in their environmental friendliness. More information about green resources
will be released once the statement is published.
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Students from Knox County reflect on views of Kenyon
ZANE STENERSON
STAFF WRITER

Will Bunch’s book After the
Ivory Tower Falls, which explores how American Colleges
have inflamed economic and
political differences, was released this past August. The
first chapter details the author’s insights from a week of
observing Kenyon and its surrounding community. Bunch
describes Kenyon’s conflicting
presence as a liberal college in
a blue-collar town. Perhaps the
people who best understand
this dichotomy are the Knox
County natives who attend
Kenyon.
The Collegian spoke with
two current students from
Knox County who shared their
perceptions, how they ended up studying at Kenyon and
their vision for the College’s relationship with Knox County.
Jordan Schisler ’25 is an environmental studies major who
was born and raised in Mount
Vernon. Jackson Paul Oberhauser ’24 is a studio art major who has also lived in Knox
County his whole life, initially
in the nearby town of Martinsburg and later in Gambier.
“I always knew what Kenyon was. But up until my sophomore year of high school, it
didn’t have any meaning. In
my mind, it was just like another university,” Schisler said.

Despite their proximity to the
campus, neither interacted with
the College much or at all growing up. “It’s interesting because
we did a tour of Mount Vernon
Nazarene University, we never
did a tour of Kenyon,” Oberhauser said. Only one distinct
memory of Kenyon stuck with
him: “We were driving through
Kenyon and my mom goes,
‘Wow, this is such a beautiful
place,’ and my dad goes, ‘Yeah,
pretty liberal.’”
That comment resonated
with Oberhauser because he became aware of the political and
cultural differences between
Knox natives and Kenyon students. He now sees the divide
directly as he navigates between
his hometown and campus. “I
think so much of how you interact with the world, and how
you dress and move and exist,
is formed by your high school,”
Oberhauser said. He can easily
distinguish between his hometown residents and Kenyonites
because of this. Schisler mentioned that she could notice
the urban upbringing of many
Kenyon residents. “Kenyon students are unaware of what life
is like in an agricultural Midwest town,” she said. “And people from Knox County, I think,
are largely unaware of what life
on mostly the coasts and life in
larger cities is like.”
This natural friction that exists because of our cultural dif-

ferences makes some East Knox
residents feel uneasy, especially in such a polarized time in
our nation’s history, according to Oberhauser. “There are
a lot of people in Knox County who fear that people from
places like California or New
York who are very liberal are
going to start spilling over
into their communities,” he
said. “Changing what they are
able to do, what they’re able to
own, what they’re able to eat
and drive. And that’s a genuine
fear.”
Despite the different cultures
that Schisler and Oberhauser
were raised in, they decided to
stay close to home while entering a new world and attending
Kenyon. “I learned about what
Kenyon was through outreach
programs like hiring local high
school students,” said Schisler.
She worked with Joan Slonczewski, professor of biology, as
a research and lab assistant in
high school and got to know
the natural sciences division at
Kenyon through middle school
field trips. She also got to know
faculty and some students in
the lab, and in the process,
grew fond of the community.
Oberhauser’s interest first
peaked when his sister enrolled
in 2016. Through her, he got a
peek into life on the Hill and
liked what he saw. Oberhauser thinks the best way to learn
about an institution is to know

COURTESY OF JACKSON OBERHAUSER
people who have attended. Familiarity opens people up to colleges, and he wishes he could see
more interest in Kenyon back in
East Knox schools, as staying
within the county is important
to his hometown peers. “What’s
actually going to get people to go
here is meeting someone in their
hometown, who’s like, ‘Yeah, I
went to Kenyon and now I’m a
doctor or an architect and I was
able to stay within Knox County.’”
Schisler and Oberhauser are
aware they are jumping between
the contrasting cultures of their

hometown and campus, weaving between the divide Bunch
chronicled during his stay here.
Nevertheless, Schisler is confident that Kenyon and Knox
County’s relationship can grow
and thrive. “I think how we
bridge the divide is these education programs, like getting
out there and seeing each other,” Schisler said. “I think that
when I engaged in discussion,
I engaged with what Kenyon
offered. That’s when I learned
what Kenyon was actually all
about, and my perceptions were
gone.”

Community reacts to new Owls logo with mixed reviews

New Owls logo | COURTESY OF KENYON COLLEGE
MADELEINE MAGILL
FEATURES EDITOR

With the alighting of Kenyon’s new Owls moniker, the
Lords and Ladies are a thing
of the past. When the College announced the anticipated change to its moniker,
many community members
shared a sense of relief that
the sports designation was

replaced by one that better
ref lected students’ values.
However, since the moniker
design was approved in July, a
new conundrum has emerged:
Some say the logo bears little
resemblance to an owl.
During the late spring and
early summer, the Office of
Communications and Kenyon Athletics collaborated
with illustrator Joe Bosack

and the Boston-based agency Moth Design to spearhead
the design of the logo. The
team worked with a small
group of people on a tight
deadline to complete the design before the fall semester, with the added pressure
that the new owl logo supplement the symbol of the traditional Kenyon shield. The
owl design came to fruition
in about three months, but
in the process, the designers did not consult with students or any of the four bird
experts who teach at Kenyon.
Assistant Professor of Biology Natalie Wright, an
ornithologist at Kenyon,
shared a tweet saying that
the new logo does not resemble an actual owl. Wright explained the moniker design
contains a number of anatomical inaccuracies, such as
the placement of its eyes and
its heav y brow ridge. “One
of my colleagues on my Facebook page said that it looked
like a falcon cosplaying Batman, and now that I’ve heard
that, it’s all I can picture,”
she said. “Its eyes are on the
side of its head like most
birds’, but an owl’s eyes are

on the front of its head. So it
looks like it’s a falcon or an
eagle or a hawk, but with ear
tufts like a great horned owl.”
To achieve the enticing effect of a fierce sports logo,
the team made the owl design
f lexible to interpretation. According to Kenyon’s moniker webpage, “The owl was
designed to align with owls
native to Ohio, including the
Horned and Eastern-screech
owl, but — because it is a logo
and not a figurative drawing
— it is not a strict interpretation of any one species.”
Director of Design and
Publication Adam Gilson
confirmed that the design is
not meant to look like any one
species. “We’re trying to take
some sort of esoteric idea. I
mean, we’re not literally owls
on the field; we’re people,”
Gilson said. “So we’re trying
to represent that in a sort of
playful and provocative way
in a two-dimensional space
that works within the entire
context of athletics communication.”
For now, the design stands
as a compromise between
artistic design and biological reality. “I recognize that

they wanted it to look angry
or aggressive,” Wright said.
“And if it looked more like an
owl, it would probably look
less aggressive. So I imagine
that’s a tradeoff that they decided to go with.”
Students are engaging with
the new emblem in different
ways. Kenyon swimmer Drew
Grier ’23 fears that Kenyon
athletes will be hesitant to
sport the logo due to how
it looks on gear. “It doesn’t
quite look like something
that can be proudly worn by
athletes at this school. On
the shirts we were given at
our all-athlete meeting, the
logo looks comically bad,” he
wrote in an email to the Collegian. “The larger the logo
gets the worse it looks, but on
the hats, I think it actually
looks good.”
Regardless of how realistic
the owl looks, student-athlete
Flynn Klace ’23 shared that
she isn’t opposed to wearing
gear with the moniker on her
soccer game days: “It wasn’t
necessarily what I was expecting, but I think it came
out pretty well.” she said. “I
think it looks relatively like
an owl for the most part.”
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Kenyon champion diver performs at Swedish waterpark
DELANEY MARRS
STAFF WRITER

Israel Zavaleta Cepeda ’23
spent his summer performing at
a Swedish waterpark, diving from
23 meters in the air in search of a
pirate’s spyglass.
Though he now considers this
his dream job, Zavaleta didn’t
have nearly as much of a passion
for the sport when he was introduced to it around age 11. “My
mom forced me to take diving.
And, at the beginning, I hated
it. It was bad. But then I just fell
in love with the sport,” Zavaleta
said.
When a friend approached him
about diving for a show in the
Netherlands in 2019, he seized
the opportunity to get paid for
doing what he loves while traveling the world. After being unable
to perform for two years due to
the COVID-19 pandemic, he finally returned to work in Europe
this summer.
Located in Västra Götaland
County, Sweden, Skara Sommarland is an amusement park
boasting water attractions, rides,
rollercoasters
and
go-karts.
The water park ’s “Dykshow” or,
translated from Swedish, “Diving
Show” is 20 minutes of acrobatics, stunts and dives.
This year, the show’s theme
was pirates. Starting with a series of acrobatics, the pirates (including Zavaleta) bounced off the
walls as they performed tricks
on a trampoline. Trouble arrived
when their spyglass fell into the
water, and that’s when the div-

ing began. It took a f laming pirate diving into the water, a set of
dives rising in height and stakes,
and the culminating 23-meter
high dive before Zavaleta finally
emerged victorious, with spyglass
in hand.
Zavaleta enjoys being caught
up in the thrill of the performance. “I just like being around
my friends. And just for 20 minutes, you can forget about all your
problems,” Zavaleta said. “And
it’s more for kids, you know? So
you see the kids, like, screaming,
just having fun, and it’s really
memorable.”
Beyond summer shows, Zavaleta dives competitively for Kenyon. He won the NCAA Division
III Regional Diving Championship and National Diving Championship for 1-meter and 3-meter
diving boards in 2022. This is
backed up with ten years’ experience, making it no surprise he
has the skill required for these
performances.
However, Zavaleta described
how competitive and performance diving have their differences. The first focuses more on
technique and meeting different requirements, while the second involves both simple, playful
dives and dangerous high dives.
“You need to have your peace up
there,” Zavaleta said. “You need
to be sure what you’re going to
do.”
As Zavaleta talked about his
experiences diving, one word
kept coming up: fun. “I just want
to keep diving until my body says
‘You cannot do it anymore.’”
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Zavaleta dives at Skara Sommarland. | COURTESY OF JUNIOR DE SOUZA

Senior Class Total:

Junior Class Total:

3

4

Sophomore Class Total:

3

First-Year Class Total:

1

Jack Braun ’24

Alex Carrigan ’25

May Buchanan ’26

Olivia Newton John

Zendaya

No answer

No answer

1100 (± 100)

38

666

1200

80

How many types of owls live in
the US?

19

24

5

9

200

True or false: pogonophobia is the
fear of beards.

True

True

True

True

Weekly Scores

1

2

Answer

Milo Levine ‘23

Who won Best Actress at the
Emmys?

Zendaya

How many acres is Kenyon’s campus?

2
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WKCO's studio is located in lower Farr Hall. | JAKE CORCORAN

WKCO back on air, broadcasting student and faculty shows
ANNALIA FIORE
ARTS EDITOR

WKCO, Kenyon’s student-run
radio station, is now back on the air
with student- and faculty-hosted
shows, featuring music spanning
from indie-pop to eclectic classical playlists. In addition to the radio station, WKCO also has a blog
for music critiques, concert reviews
and music recommendations by
staff writers. Playlists are published
on the blog as well, such as “Hot
Girl Walks,” which increases in
tempo as the songs progress.
As one of the College’s largest
student organizations, it did not
come as a surprise that one of their
first staff meetings was generously
attended, with students sitting cross
legged on the floor when there were
no remaining seats left. Farr Hall
basement, the home of WKCO, is
comfortably furnished with plush

sofas and coffee tables. The
space is decorated with band
posters, photographs and concert paraphernalia, creating an
atmosphere reminiscent of East
Village. This environment is an
ideal gathering space for people
passionate about all things music, and throughout the meeting there was a lively rhythm
as people shared song recommendations and pitched articles.
Suffice it to say, WKCO is full of
spirit.
For those interested in hosting their own radio show,
WKCO broadcasts from noon
to 11 p.m. each day. All shows
are aired online through WKCO’s website as well as on the
91.9FM station, allowing students to share their music not
just with Gambier but also with
the broader Kenyon community. The individual DJs tailor each

show, creating music playlists and
adding commentary. Recent shows
include Lucie Canzoniero’s ’25 “Lucie in the Sky,” which features music she calls “dad-rock.” Canzoniero
glowingly describes her experience
as a radio show host. “I like having a WKCO show because it is a
place where I play the music I love
to the people I love. It's like my own
personal diary that I get to share
with the people who are listening
and just spread peaceful vibes and
maybe make someone’s day better.
It makes me happy to talk about
music and life for an hour without
having to think about anything else
going on.”
After COVID-19, which limited the organization's capacity to
run shows, WKCO hopes to expand their radio show schedule to
include many more DJs this semester. “We want to get WKCO back to
where we were pre-pandemic and

for our resources and love for music to reach anyone on campus who
is interested in any way," Presidents
Abby Navin ’23 and Julia Majesky
’23 wrote in an email to the Collegian. "If you want to get involved
please reach out!”
In addition to the radio station,
WKCO also hosts a blog that publishes album and concert reviews,
as well as music recommendations.
Recent coverage includes a review
of Kit Sebastian’s Melodi and 11:11
by Pinegrove. One section of the
blog features what the staff are listening to. This currently includes
artists such as Amy Winehouse and
Sufjan Stevens, as well as more indie
artists like 2nd Grade. Another section which may excite many readers
features interviews with up-andcoming musicians. Interviewees include Maude Latour, an artist who
went viral on TikTok. Overall, the
blog is fresh and funky, staying up

to date on the music industry.
WKCO also has upcoming
events that involve the broader
community. On Saturday, Sept. 24,
the radio station will host a barbeque and record sale outside of
Farr Hall at 2 p.m. The event will
include hot dogs and live DJ broadcasts on the air. The radio station
is also planning a virtual concert,
though the dates are not yet finalized. Throughout the semester,
WKCO meets regularly on Thursdays at 10:15 p.m. for open executive meetings, on Mondays at 7 p.m.
for blog meetings and at 9 p.m. on
Mondays for studio meetings. Anyone interested in the radio station is
encouraged to attend WKCO meetings.
There are still slots available for
new DJs, and anyone interested in
having their own radio show should
consider contacting the WKCO
team.

Her poetry is rich with metaphors and personifications through
which she gives nature a new sense
of consciousness. Her poems contain lines like “the water speaks''
and “the grass busy and afoot.”
Even the phrase “apparition of ponies” made me imagine driving to
Mount Vernon and seeing a carriage pass. Skoulding was able to
highlight the presence of nature everywhere around us, in a way that
made nature feel close, personal
and accessible. What lingers is not
necessarily the precise language she
used, but the atmosphere she was
able to bring to the room.
Skoulding was also, at times,
quite humorous. One poem of hers
was inspired by a particular meeting she had at Bangor University.

She repeated the words "we are"
and "where" over and over again.
The sentences were grammatically
correct, and made sense standing
alone. Yet as they jumbled together,
all my ears could discern were single syllables. During another of her
poems, she took a brief pause to ask
us whether magpies were common
in the United States and whether
we were aware of the superstition
surrounding them — magpies often travel alone, so when one sees
a lone magpie, it is customary to
greet them and ask them about
their family to avoid bad luck.
After the reading, there was
time set aside for people to ask
questions. One member of the audience asked Skoulding about her
work in translation. They asked

whether she viewed this work as
an entirely new piece, or merely as
a translated iteration of the same.
Skoulding responded by comparing the work of translation to a conversation. The original determines
the rhythm of the conversation and
the degree of formality, whereas
the translation is a response in the
same vein, but exists as more than
just as reproduction.
Another audience member
asked who the speaker in her poems is: Skoulding herself, someone else or something in between?
She urged the audience to imagine the voices of famous songs or
texts we’ve read. She imagined
that a song might really resonate
and that the listener would become the speaker. To Skoulding,

writing poetry is not simply coming up with an idea and formulating it into words; it is far more than
that. She might find inspiration in
something, but the final idea forms
in the process of writing the poem.
The idea is encapsulated in and inseparable from the poem. Therefore, the speaker cannot so clearly
be discerned.
This sentiment feels true when
listening to her poetry. Skoulding
creates an atmosphere which connects to our experience of nature,
something that is so universally
resonant. Leaving Cheever Room
that day, I walked out into the afternoon sun with a new awareness of
the beauty that is around me. I felt I
too could hear nature come and be
alive in some new way.

Poet Zoë Skoulding reads from new collection, A Marginal Sea
ANNA VON ROSENSTIEL
STAFF WRITER

On Thursday, Sept. 8, students
and faculty gathered in the Cheever Seminar Room to experience
Zoë Skoulding’s poetry. Skoulding is a Welsh poet and translator
who focuses on ecology and sound
— specifically, how meaning and
sound change across languages.
Listening to Skoulding read
from her latest book, A Marginal
Sea, I felt closer to Gambier — that
is, the Gambier landscape — than
I ever have in my first few weeks
here. Though her poems described
the Adda River in Bangor, Wales,
where she is a professor of creative
writing and poetry, I imagined the
Kokosing.
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Artist and scientist Nia Imara speaks on power of pictures
JUWAN JACKSON
STAFF WRITER

On Sept. 5, Nia Imara ’03, assistant professor of astronomy at the University of
California, Santa Cruz, delivered her talk
“The Power of Pictures,” at the Community
Foundation Theater in Gund Gallery. The
Kenyon alumna described to a rapt audience the subtle ways that images engage
with the imaginations of their viewers. Her
talk marked the beginning of a week-long
residency here as part of Kenyon’s Science
and Nature Writing Initiative, a collaboration between Kenyon College and the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation which aims to
bring scholars practicing science writing to
campus.
An astronomer by training, Imara began by showcasing the recent images of
space captured by the James Webb Space
Telescope. Also a painter, she brought not
only a scientist’s expertise but an artist’s
sensibility to the viewing. Images of stars
rendered in unbelievably vibrant color
filled Imara’s slides, allowing those in the
audience to bask in the beauty of space.
During the Q&A session following the
talk, she had the opportunity to explain
what such images of space really mean.

The James Webb Space Telescope picks
up infrared light, a range of light not visible to the human eye. In order to publish
images that would be useful for the public,
Imara explained, scientists had to decide
how to represent the data in a form that
we could actually understand; this meant
translating those data into visible light —
color.
This scientific necessity brought the telescope’s data — perhaps unexpectedly for
non-scientists — into the language of art.
It was through this lens that Imara then
explored the history and thematic implications of image-making. Beginning with
daguerreotypes — the first widely used
picture-taking process, named for its inventor, Louis Daguerre — Imara tracked
the development of a form of image that
was cheap and thus very popular. Its connections to our image-making practices
today are clear: When able to produce an
abstracted view of ourselves, we experience
a deep need to see ourselves that way, to see
ourselves at all. Most, if not all, of the daguerreotypes Imara displayed in her slides
were portraits of people.
As frequent consumers of images, we
are already familiar with their ability to

make us feel something. Looking at an image from the James Webb Space Telescope
may make us feel small, while looking into
the eyes of a 19th-century daguerreotype
subject may create both a sense of estrangement and camaraderie across time. We
generally consider being moved by pictures
a positive experience; even if we feel something negative like sadness or pity, there
is the sense of having experienced something sacred, simply by being moved at all.
Through diving deeper into the history of
the image, however, Imara forced us to consider the influences working beneath that
sacred experience.
The early history of pictures is entangled
with racism. Imara displayed pictures of
Black people that I recognized immediately: portraits of Frederick Douglass; pictures
associated with the development of eugenics. She used these to illustrate how images
can communicate either affirming or damaging sentiments. A photo representing the
eugenics ideology — a simple portrait of a
Black man — was used to convince people
that Black people were inherently inferior.
On the other side of that process sat Douglass, quite concerned with the role of imagemaking in the fight against slavery. He sat

for many portraits over his lifetime, which
were, Imara explained, carefully staged to
create a counter-narrative to the perceived
inferiority of Black people. Working as an
abolitionist during the age of the popular
and cheap daguerreotype, Douglass knew
well that the influence of images was, one
way or another, an invaluable tool.
Imara’s curious status as both scientist
and artist all but necessitated an address of
the age-old academic question: Where, if
at all, do science and art intersect? Bypassing boilerplate references to the presence of
creativity in both fields, Imara made a more
challenging suggestion: The intersection is
simply her. As a practitioner in both fields,
she has clearly brought both to bear in her
work. She showed us her own art, much of
which was oil-on-canvas portraits of Black
people emerging from backgrounds so colorful and textured as to recall the images
of the cosmos she had just shown us. These
portraits wore proudly the responsibility of
visual representation for which she had just
finished making a case. In showing the results of how astronomy informed her visual
art, Imara impressed upon her audience
their own capacity for engaging with that
responsibility.

The Rings of Power brings new and old elements to Tolkien
LIAM VALLIANOS-HEALY
STAFF WRITER

When The Lord of the Rings: The Rings
of Power was announced for Amazon
Prime Video, some fans were initially
skeptical, lamenting that it would just be
a Game of Thrones rip-off set in the Lord
of the Rings (LOTR) universe. The general consensus seemed to be that the LOTR
universe didn’t need a HBO-style drama
to spark intrigue in its massive mythology. Not only was perversion a worry
amongst fans, but also a fear of poor execution. “The Hobbit” and its sequels had
mixed reviews from fans, with most anger being directed at the departure from
the source material. With the shadow of
mixed reviews from “The Hobbit” and the
Oscar-winning powerhouse that the original LOTR trilogy represented, as well as
comparisons to Game of Thrones, the series appears to have an immense challenge
of expectations ahead of it.
The Rings of Power’s first three episodes
impress viewers with their massive spectacle. The near $500,000 budget for the series was put to work, and no expense was
spared on the visual effects. The soaring
mountains and Hobbit-laden fields are impressive on their own, but the combination
of these visuals and the excellent overtures
composed by Bear Mcreary and Howard
Shore turn an already-beautiful Middleearth setting into a jaw-dropping masterclass of sensory worldbuilding.
Although The Rings of Power creates a
stunning rendition of Middle-earth that
has rarely been seen before, the series loses
much of its clout in the writing of its characters. Using known characters alongside
new ones will always prove challenging,
yet there are certain storylines within the
first three episodes that appear inconsequential to the broader arc of the series.
One plotline, for instance, seeks to ground
viewers in problems faced by the normal
denizens of the region. However this was

meant to be viewed, it comes off as rather
dull and carries little intrigue, most of the
drama coming from an outside force and
not the main characters within the plotline. While it can be important to integrate
plotlines that involve average people, this
specific one was borderline uninteresting.
The strengths of the show lie in the
main heroine: Galadriel. Cate Blanchett’s
masterful performance as the sage Elven
queen in the original trilogy is the antithesis of Morfydd Clark’s portrayal of
a young Galadriel in this series. Here, we
see a character who has not engaged in the
hallowed practices of the Rings; instead
we see one who is driven by revenge and
the desire to honor her people. While her
story is a cliché, that does not detract from
the entertainment factor she provides. Her
skill with a sword is matched only by her
desire to achieve her goals, and this makes
her a compelling character to watch. While
the diplomatic drama of Elrond and the
dwarves — as well as Arondir fighting the
hordes of orcs — provides great fun, Galadriel is the star of the show.
The series is far from perfect, with numerous dry spells of uninteresting dialogue that rely too heavily on the visual
aspect of Middle-earth, yet it stands in a
peculiar position that (if executed correctly) may allow an epic, fantastic story to
emerge. The emphasis on visual storytelling is impressive, and an eight-hour-long
series allows for more storytelling than a
three-hour-long movie can. If the series
can improve on the plot and dialogue,
there is a chance that it will become an excellent instrument for storytelling in the
Tolkien world. Fans of Game of Thrones
will likely not find morally dubious characters nor surprising deaths in this series,
but what they may find is a rewarding tale
of heroism and the forces of good duking it
out with the darkest agents of evil.
Episodes come out weekly on Amazon
Prime, and the series will be completely released by Oct. 14, 2022.
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STAFF EDITORIAL

College rankings
provide little
value
On Aug. 30, Forbes released its annual Top Colleges List,
which ranks its top 500 institutions of higher education in the
United States. This year, Kenyon College climbed to No. 176 in
Forbes’ ranking — an over 100-spot improvement from last year’s
ranking of 287th-best college in the country. The large leap is perplexing when juxtaposed with the dramatic fall Kenyon’s ranking
saw from 2019 to 2021 — especially considering that its ranking
did not change in this year’s U.S. News and World Report list, released on Sept. 12, where Kenyon remains the No. 31 liberal arts
school in the U.S. Though seemingly a reason to celebrate, the
deeper implication of Kenyon’s improved position in Forbes’ assessment is perhaps more unceremonious: With arbitrary nuances, questionable data interpretations and suspect methodologies
that are easily manipulated, college rankings are a poor — if not
inherently flawed — measure of a college’s success, and should not
be treated as gospel.
Forbes’ methodology has changed only minimally since they
constructed last year’s list. Graduate debt, alumni salary, retention
rate, academic success and mentions on Forbes’ “American Leaders List” are all measures used in 2021 that were equally reassessed
this year. Notably, though, Forbes placed more emphasis on return
on investment (ROI) of low-income students, while also rewarding colleges for enrolling and graduating larger proportions of
low-income students and Pell Grant recipients.
In most of the aforementioned metrics, Kenyon yielded results
that were all but equal to last year: Kenyon still comprises 22 percent students of color, its six-year graduation rate is statistically
equivalent to last year’s (89 percent and 90 percent, respectively)
and the College’s only “American Leaders List”-worthy alumnus
remains scandal-stricken Juul founder James Monsees ’02. However, in the metrics that Forbes is allegedly emphasizing this year,
Kenyon ostensibly performed worse.
According to Kenyon’s IPEDS data, the six-year graduation
rate of Kenyon Pell Grant recipients fell from 97 percent in 201920 to 86.7 percent in 2020-21, with the proportion of Pell Grant recipients remaining nearly the same. Further, according to Georgetown’s ranking of ROI of U.S. colleges and universities, which
assesses costs, earnings and length of time on ROI with a proprietary net present value (NPV) metric, Kenyon graduates have an
average NPV of $38,000 after 10 years: poor enough to place Kenyon 4,130th out of 4,500 institutions of higher-education institutions. While the College climbs to No. 756 after 40 years, the ROI
is still exorbitantly low. Consequently, it is extremely difficult to
see how Kenyon was able to gain any ground in Forbes’ ranking
— much less 111 spots — with fewer graduates who received Pell
Grants, a pitiful ROI and other metrics remaining stagnant.
Though Forbes is perhaps the easier target given the paradoxical nature of Kenyon’s surge in ranking, college rankings in general — including those published by U.S. News and World Report
— are largely fallacious, with U.S. Secretary of Education Miguel
Cardona going so far as to say they are an outright “joke.” With
schools like Columbia University able to bolster their position in
such rankings with erroneous data, Cardona is dead-on: It is difficult, if not impossible, to trust the integrity of college rankings, if
such rankings seem to inconsistently apply their analyses and are
vulnerable to fraudulent data. In turn, it is imperative that Kenyon
students, faculty, alumni and parents do not take college rankings
at face value, and trust that such rankings are not indicative of an
institution’s worth.
Sincerely,
Salvatore, Amelia and Reid
The staff editorial is written weekly by editors-in-chief Amelia
Carnell ’23 and Salvatore Macchione ’23 and executive director
Reid Stautberg ’23. You can contact them at carnell1@kenyon.edu,
macchione1@kenyon.edu, stautberg1@kenyon.edu, respectively.
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The College must honor students’
accomodations with absence policy
HANNAH SUSSMAN
OPINIONS EDITOR

There is a Kenyon bubble. By that I mean
there is an expectation that the basic rules of
life operate differently here than everywhere
else. For the most part, this is fine; we all learn
to accept that Kenyon time means 15 minutes
late, Middle Path means Middle Ice Rink and
all-student emails are platforms for debate.
One of these Kenyon rules is that every faculty member can create their own attendance
policy.
There are two limits that accompany this
freedom. The first is that a student can’t miss
more than 25 percent of the class meetings in a
course, and the second is that absences can be
excused for college activities, sports and deanapproved absences. There is still a line which
states that the Cox Health Center can excuse
absences, but this rarely happens. The Kenyon
attendance policy might appear to simply be
an outdated quirk, but the implications of this
policy have a direct and devastating impact
on students with disabilities and chronic illnesses.
My first semester of college I dropped a
course largely because the attendance policy
stated that any additional absence after three
would result in a five percent reduction of the
final grade. This year I considered dropping
a course necessary for my major because the
professor stated in no uncertain terms that any
absence after the two they permitted would
result in a three percent reduction in the final
grade. These policies are extreme for any student, but for me they feel insurmountable. As
a disabled student, there are days when I physically cannot go to class. The idea that an unexpected f lare-up in my disability could cause
my grade to drop is terrifying.
Although I have a letter from my medical
provider which explicitly states that I need
accommodations for absences, the most that
Kenyon was willing to ask of my teachers was
that they “consider” my health when determining whether or not I should have absence
leniency. Not only does this practice go against
my own medical accommodations, it seems to
go against several state and federal laws. Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 protects college students with disabilities from
discrimination, which, according to the U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services,
means that institutions must “[m]ake reason-

able modifications in their policies, practices,
and procedures to avoid discrimination on the
basis of disability, unless it would result in a
fundamental alteration of the program.”
Without a guiding policy at Kenyon,
whether or not absences fundamentally alter a
course is determined on a case-by-case basis.
Advocating for students with disabilities and
chronic illnesses is made all the more difficult
because there are currently only two Student
Accessibility and Support Services (SASS) advisors. Although both are exceptional, two advisors is not nearly enough to advocate on behalf of every student at Kenyon who requires
accommodations. This year, roughly 25 percent of Kenyon students receive accommodations, meaning the SASS office is responsible
for working with the individual needs of at
least 470 students.
This semester I was able to achieve some
level of leniency on attendance policies in part
because my professor was understanding, but
largely because I was willing to be transparent
about my medical history and advocate for myself. Achieving accommodations in this way
sets a dangerous precedent because not only
does it necessitate that a student reveal their
disability and/or chronic illness, but it also
distorts the definition of an accommodation.
An accommodation is a legally required alteration to course policies or practices in order to
allow students with disabilities and or chronic
illnesses equal educational opportunities. An
accommodation is not a favor. However, when
faculty are instructed to determine whether
a student should receive an accommodation,
the line between favor and accommodation is
significantly blurred. Students advocating for
themselves further blurs this line.
As Kenyon continues to assess the changes
it must make to become inclusive and non-discriminatory, it is essential that they consider
the impact of outdated policies and limited
supports for students needing accommodation. Without standardized absence policies
across departments or consistent approval of
absence accommodations, students with disabilities and chronic illnesses will continue to
be disproportionately impacted.
Hannah Sussman ’25 is an opinions editor
at the Collegian. She is a sociology major from
Glencoe, Ill. She can be reached at sussman3@
kenyon.edu.

The opinions page is a space for members of the community to discuss issues relevant to
the campus and the world at large. The opinions expressed on this page belong only to the
writers. Columns and letters to the editors do not reflect the opinions of the Collegian staff. All
members of the community are welcome to express opinions through a letter to the editor.
The Kenyon Collegian reserves the right to edit all letters submitted for length and clarity.
The Collegian cannot accept anonymous or pseudonymous letters. Letters must be signed by
individuals, not organizations, and must be 200 words or fewer. Letters must also be received
no later than the Tuesday prior to publication. The Kenyon Collegian prints as many letters as
possible each week subject to space, interest and appropriateness. Members of the editorial
board reserve the right to reject any submission. The views expressed in the paper do not
necessarily reflect the views of Kenyon College.
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Weekly Crossword
KYLE KELLEY
CROSSWORD EDITOR

62
63
64
65
1
2
3

1
6
10
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
23
25
26
27
29
30
34
35

Across

Abstract artist Albers
Scary Spice
Tall writing
Hem, but not haw
Burn balm
Defeater of kings
_____ smile
Country artist and sitcom star
Cartoon flapper
Result of wind turbulence
Elmo’s home
___ Mahal
Good on one’s feet?
Bugs
Neighbor of Man.
Tweedle dum and tweedle dumber
Deg. for a grad student in dramaturgy
Princess’ partner

36
38
44
45
46
49
50
51
55
56
57
60
61

Super ending
Highway standstill
Member of the murder on Ransom
White swan on stage
Dickens character description
Father figure
Cardinal letters
Back-to-back blockbusters ... or a hint
to 20-, 30-, and 40-Across
British USO analogue
Not to mention
“Cheesy” Italian city
Purim’s month
Try to sell

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
21
22
23
24
28
29
31
32
33
37
39
40
41
42
43
46
47
48
49
52
53
54
58
59

Saves for later, in a way
Howard and Perlman
Taps, in Scotland
Past center for Miami
Down
Talking point
Soccer match shout
Essentially everything, but notably
hydrogen and helium
Amazon acquired router brand
Self-similar pattern
Singer Blige
Zeno’s home
Southern Burkina Faso inhabitant
A big foot
Butter spreader
_____ of many colors
“Deep Impact” star
Particularly: abbr.
Award winning Winslet
Comes before tron
Delt neighbor
Unlocked?
Place to put what you’re looking for
Part of a table
Unleash
1% in D.C.
Machine-dispensed Peirce dessert
Hud director Martin
Viva voce
Lose focus
Cheer (for)
Total
Cinderella picture
“_____ Cassio!”: Othello
Sonata section
S. Korean port
Local port to the underworld, slangily
Modern brain scanning proc.
Scottish isle
Water fall
Kiwi’s late relative
Body lang.

Did you finish this crossword? Email a photo of your
completed crossword to crossword@kenyoncollegian.com.

9/8 Solutions

SARAH TOMASI
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Women’s soccer splits weekend games, falls to Case Western
ANA HUSEBY
STAFF WRITER

On Saturday, the women’s soccer
team fell in their home opener to Kalamazoo College (Mich.). However, they
reversed their fortunes the next day by
securing their first win of the season
against undefeated Concordia University (Wis.) on Sunday. On Wednesday,
they lost at home to No. 17 Case Western Reserve University, 2-0.
In Saturday’s game against Kalamazoo, the Owls defended well against the
Hornets’ early pressure until they conceded a goal right before the halftime
whistle. The Owls came out of the break
with a newfound offensive determination, registering their first shot in the
50th minute of the match. However, the
Hornets were able to withstand Kenyon’s efforts, doubling their lead in the
81st minute. With added fire off the ensuing kick-off, Hailey Moss ’25 scored a
header off an assist from Talulla Sheridan ’25, and the Owls halved Kalamazoo’s lead. Despite matching Kalamazoo
shot-for-shot in the second half (5-5),
including three in the final seven minutes of the game, the 90 minutes drew
to a close with a 2-1 score in favor of the
Hornets.
The weekend wasn’t over yet, as the
Owls still had Concordia (3-0-1) to face
the following day. According to Sheridan, the team had two main points of focus ahead of the match. “[W]e reviewed
film before the match to discuss specific
tactics we wanted to keep in mind when
matching up with the Concordia midfield,” she wrote in message to the Col-

Sheridan scores a goal against Concordia Wisconsin in first win of season. | COURTESY OF SEJIN KIM
legian. “But more importantly, we just
didn’t want to lose.”
And lose they did not. Kenyon outshot the Falcons 16-10, with Lara
O’Callaghan ’23 finding the back of the
net in the 30th minute after a scramble
in Concordia’s box. The Owls continued
to push after the break, doubling their
advantage in the 63rd minute when Moss
assisted Sheridan. The Owls conceded a
penalty kick in the final stretch of the
game, which allowed Concordia to halve
their deficit, but Kenyon remained on
top as the match came to a close. The

Owls falter in close contest
against Kalamazoo Hornets
LIAM VALLIANOS-HEALY
STAFF WRITER

The Owls football team fell victim to a
string of bad luck during Saturday’s away game
against the Kalamazoo College (Mich.) Hornets. In their second game of the season, the
Owls put up a strong offensive performance,
scoring in every quarter of the game except the
third, but were unable to overcome the struggles of a tough first half and ultimately fell 2421.
The game opened up with a strong start by
the Owls, with them scoring the first touchdown late in the opening quarter to end a stalemate in a touchdown from Finn Murray ’23 to
put them up 7-0. Kenyon’s excellent defense to
start the game inspired the Hornets to counteract with their own plan. By forcing two threeand-outs from Kenyon, they carved a threepoint lead after a touchdown and field goal. The
excellent turnaround by the Hornets left Kenyon searching for a shift in momentum. The
Owls looked back on track as Ryan O’Leary ’23,
Murray and Andrew Schnarre ’23 took only
three plays to bring the lead back to Kenyon,
with a fantastic touchdown grab by Schnarre.
The Owls were nearing halftime with a lead,
but the Hornets gained an advantage after an
impressive offensive drive, bringing the score at

the midway stopage to 17-14. Kenyon attempted
to claw back the lead as they returned from the
break, but the sting of disappointments continued.
A scoreless third quarter for Kenyon only
led to more frustration for the team. The defense attempted to fend off assaults from Kalamazoo’s offensive line, but the Hornets were
able to score on their first snap of the second
half. The pressure seemed to be getting to the
Owls, as they fumbled and gave up a possession .
While the Owls may have stumbled on the
offensive side, their defense prevented Kalamazoo from putting any more points on the board.
With the score sitting at 24-14, the outcome going into the fourth looked grim.
After forcing a three and out, however, Park
Penrod ’25 seized a passing opportunity to
Zachary Kim ’25, and Jack Provenza ’23 scored
a rushing touchdown two plays later. With the
score at 24-21 with three minutes left in the
game, Kenyon looked to be in the comeback
spirit. But a Kenyon victory was not meant to
be, and the string of bad luck that plagued the
Owls reared its head. The Hornets converted on
fourth-and-1 with less than two minutes left to
ice the game at 24-21.
Kenyon will open NCAC play against Wittenberg University at the McBride field on Saturday, Sept. 17.

Owls earned their first win of the season
by a final score of 2-1.
Sheridan was proud of the way the
team improved from game to game.
“From the tactical point of view, our defensive communication and transitions
went well in the Concordia game and we
were overall better organized compared
to the Kalamazoo game,” she said.
Kenyon was unable to start a winning streak as they faced a tough opponent in ranked Case Western. After two
goals found the back of the Owls’ net in
the first half, the Spartans played great

defense against the Owls, allowing only
one shot on goal. The Owls were defeated 2-0 at home.
The team is still looking to find consistency from game to game, but Sheridan is optimistic about the team’s outlook. “We have everything we need from
[the defensive] side of the game but succeeding in the rest of the season will
really come down to how we mentally
apply those skills,” she said. With their
record standing at 1-3-1, the Owls will
next travel to Kentucky to face Transylvania College on Saturday.

Field hockey defeats former
NCAC foe Allegheny College
AAKASH GUNTURU
STAFF WRITER

Kenyon field hockey continued their
early season success this week, winning two
of three games. The Owls first earned a 3-2
win against Washington and Jefferson College (Pa.), before splitting a pair of weekend
games in which they fell 7-0 to Shenandoah
University and beat Allegheny College 2-0.
The team has been guided to success by
Coach Morgan Brozena, who described the
start of the season with high praise for the
team. “We played 3 games in 4 days and
against strong competition,” she wrote in
an email to the Collegian. “Our bench is
deep this year and every player is stepping
up into their role quite well.”
In the away match at Washington and
Jefferson on Thursday, the Owls started off
relatively slow, but took control of the game
during the second quarter. After outshooting the Presidents 7-1, Carolyn Herbosa
’23 scored Kenyon’s first goal. After the
Presidents took a 2-1 lead into the fourth
quarter, Ella Haskins ’25 assisted Karina
Bharatiya ’24 to tie the game. Not long after, Hannah Paprotna ’24 took a penalty
corner for the Owls, passing to Grace Lane
’25, which resulted in a 3-2 victory for Ke-

nyon.
On Saturday, Kenyon faced the undefeated Shenandoah Hornets for the first
home game of the season. At half time, the
Hornets were outshooting the Owls 14-2
and had a 4-0 lead. Kenyon’s offense picked
up in the fourth quarter as they earned
three penalty corners, but were unable to
convert. They were defeated by a score of
7-0.
Following the loss, the Owls were back
home at the Benson Bowl to play Allegheny
College the next day. Kenyon took a first
quarter lead, thanks to a goal from Haskins,
assisted by Kiersten Hoffman ’25. Within
the same quarter, Haskins scored Kenyon’s
second goal with the help of Bharatiya. Megan Lydon ’25 and Payton Doan ’23 made
eight saves, and Bella Kern ’23 led the team
with five shots in a 2-0 win.
The Owls will head to Springfield, Ohio
where they will face Wittenberg University
on Saturday, Sept. 17. Brozena is optimistic
about her team’s chances against the Tigers
and the rest of the season. “We are looking
for some redemption this year,” she said.
“We had a great season last year which ended abruptly [in the NCAC semifinal game]
and our goal is [to] get back in the conference tournament this year and to go even
further than last year.”
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Volleyball earns first win under new head coach versus Olivet

Macy Reimbold ’23 led the team with 17 kills in
win of the season. After splitting the first
two sets 25-23 and 22-25, Kenyon took a
On Saturday, the Kenyon volleyball 2-1 lead after winning the third set 25-21.
team earned their first win under Head In the fourth, the two teams traded points
Coach Emma Olson, moving their record and the lead, but the Scots eventually won
to 1-5. The Owls defeated Alma College 25-20 to force a fifth set. Though the Owls
(Mich.) 3-1 after falling to Olivet College took a 12-11 lead, Alma was able to capital(Mich.) 3-2 during the North Coast Ath- ize on a pair of Kenyon errors and two kills
letic Conference (NCAC)/Michigan Inter- to take the set 15-12 and the match 3-2.
collegiate Athletic Association (MIAA) Macy Reimbold ’23, who led the Owls with
15 kills in the match, said that the loss to
Crossover held at Olivet College.
In their first match of the Crossover, Alma helped to reinforce the importance
the Owls nearly came away with their first of being detail-oriented to find success.
KATIE SPARVERO
SPORTS EDITOR

victory. | COURTESY OF SEJIN KIM
“We learned that every point matters and
that it comes down to achieving the little
things that are within our control, especially in such close sets,” she wrote in an
email to the Collegian.
Thankfully for the Owls, they had another chance to break their losing streak as
they played the host Comets. After starting
to trade points, Olivet took control of the
set with a 6-1 run to win 25-21. In the second, the Owls took a commanding 18-11
lead and withstood a late Olivet comeback
to tie the match at a set apiece. The third

set against the Comets was perhaps Kenyon’s finest of the weekend, as they posted
15 kills and only a single error to take a 2-1
lead. With an Owls victory on the horizon,
the Comets did not go quietly. Kenyon had
to fight until the end, as they broke a 2323 tie with a kill from Paige Milhon ’23,
before sealing the match victory off of an
Olivet error.
For the Owls, the victory was especially
meaningful, as it was their first under Olson. “Winning our first match this season
with Coach Olson confirmed for everyone that the process we have been buying
into with a new coach is working,” Reimbold said. “It meant that what we had been
training for the previous three weeks is
working, and if we keep working at it, we
are going to win a lot more matches.” Milhon echoed her teammate, emphasizing
the importance of maintaining trust in the
team’s process. “With eight new first-years
and a new head coach, our team has had to
adapt to playing next to new people under
a new system,” she wrote in an email to the
Collegian. “In our win over Olivet, things
really started to come together and mesh.”
The Owls will look to tally another victory when they face off against Berea College (Ky.) at home on Friday. Reimbold is
optimistic that the team can build on their
past experience to find further success.
“Each match shows us what we are doing
well and what areas we need to continue
focusing on in the following practices,” she
said. “We are very excited about our first
win of many this season, and we have great
momentum from this past weekend that
has put us in a really good position and
mindset to win our upcoming matches.”

Owls soar to No. 8 after winning streak to start the season

The Owls’ defense has been stout after posting two straight shutouts. | COURTESY OF MIKE MUNDEN
MICAH ARENSTEIN
STAFF WRITER

The No. 8 Kenyon men’s soccer team continued their strong start to the season, defeating Spalding University (Ky.), Centre College
(Ky.) and Wilmington College 8-2, 1-0 and 1-0,
respectively, with both the defense and offense
firing on all cylinders.
Kenyon’s first game of the week was at
Spalding on Friday, Sept. 9. The Owls started
slow out of the gate and conceded the first goal
of the game. However, this was the wakeup call
the team needed, and they stormed back to tie

the game up less than a minute later thanks to
a header by Scott Upton ’23. Kenyon continued
to press the Golden Eagles and earned a penalty kick just two minutes later, which Alem
Duratovic ’25 coolly converted. Kenyon scored
two goals in quick succession late in the first
half, including Duratovic’s second of the half,
making it 4-1 at the break. The Owls continued
to dominate in the second half. Upton scored
an audacious scissor kick, and Sebastian Gaese
’23, not to be outdone by his fellow forwards,
notched a goal with a beautiful backheel into
the bottom left corner. Spalding got one goal
back, but Kenyon laid any last hopes of a come-

back to rest when Duratovic finished his hat
trick and Matt Prusan ’24 tacked on a final
goal to finish the game 8-2.
The game two days later against Centre
took a different form. Instead of being a onesided, high-scoring goalfest, it was more of an
offensive challenge for Kenyon. The Owls outshot the Colonels 24-3 overall, and Centre had
no shots on goal throughout the entire game.
Despite Kenyon’s high volume of shots and
their goalscoring efficiency, coming into the
game averaging 5.33 goals per match, it took a
defensive mistake at the back from the Colonels for the Owls to capitalize. Forward Sam

Carson ’23 stole the ball high up the field before sliding it into the feet of Gaese, who picked
out the top left corner and scored the only goal
of the game. Duratovic noted in an email to the
Collegian that Centre played very defensively
overall and commended the goalkeeper for a
great game.
Kenyon was again kept scoreless in the first
half against Wilmington College, failing to
notch a single shot on target in the first 45 minutes. The Owls controlled a vast majority of the
possession, but the Quakers’ stout defense held
strong until the 70-minute mark, when Duratovic headed home his fourth goal of the week.
In his email, Duratovic outlined a point of
emphasis going forward on the attacking side
of the ball. “We just need to find a way to put
teams away in the beginning of the first half or
in the first half while playing our style of ball
that breaks down teams,” he said.
Both teams battled it out in the midfield,
with Kenyon continuing to put pressure on
the Wilmington defense. In the end, the Owls
managed to see the game out for their second
1-0 win in a row, in large part due to first-year
center back Matt Nguyen ’26, who has formed
a formidable defensive partnership with Aidan
Burns ’25.
The first two clean sheets of the season are a
good sign for Nguyen and the rest of the Kenyon defense as they get deeper into the season.
Nguyen had only positive things to say about
his teammates while playing such an important role on defense. “I do feel some pressure
[playing center back], but my teammates have
been supportive and helped me to gain more
confidence,’’ he wrote in an email to the Collegian.
Next, Kenyon continues on the road, facing
Muskingum University on Saturday at 2:00
p.m.

